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“ We want nothing less than to make the uK the 
technology centre of europe. this is the path we need to 
take to create new jobs, new growth and new prosperity 
in every corner of our country.”

 
1 

 
george osborne, chancellor of the exchequer

 “ First mover advantage doesn’t go to the first company 
that launches, it goes to the first company that scales.” 
 
reid hoffman, co-founder of linkedin

“ Competitive advantage doesn’t go to the nations that 
focus on creating companies, it goes to nations that 
focus on scaling companies.” 
 
sherry coutu cBe
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ForeWorD

i am pleased to share with you this report that shows if we take action now to focus 
on ‘scale-ups’, we will secure significant growth in jobs, taxes and wealth, and the 
competitive advantage of Britain for generations to come. 

This report explains how a boost of just one per cent to our scale-up population should 
drive an additional 238,000 jobs and £38 billion to gVa within three years. in the 
medium-term, assuming we address the skills-gap, we stand to benefit by £96 billion per 
annum and in the long-run, if we close the scale-up gap, then we stand to gain 150,000 
net jobs and £225 billion additional gVa by 2034. This report sets out a clear plan 
of action to close the scale-up gap. The plan centres on using data already collected 
by government to provide a platform that enables both public and private sector 
organisations to work together to improve the community of which they are a part.

Britain is a GreaT place to start a business. 

with the supportive government policies, industry structure, geographic placement 
and talent supply we enjoy in the uk, we are in the position to create unrivalled national 
competitive advantage by increasing the proportion of companies that ‘scale-up’.

a ‘scale-up’ is an enterprise with average annualised growth in employees or 
turnover greater than 20 per cent per annum over a three year period, and with 
more than 10 employees at the beginning of the observation period.

This competitive advantage will be rewarded by economic growth per capita. The 
responsibility to become ‘a scale-up nation’ – to create an environment (ecosystem) 
where a greater number of companies reach global scale – rests with all of us who have an 
interest in supporting economic growth. rather than look only to the us for inspiration, 
this report examines successful collaborations between business and government that 
have taken place over the past 20 years in 20 other countries and recommends actions 
that we can take now. individually and collectively, businesses, educators and policymakers 
can co-create a future that is bright for our children and their children: a place where both 
scale-ups and start-ups flourish, with plenty of jobs and growing gVa per capita. 

commentators have observed that to nurture and raise a single child into a 
successful human being takes much longer and is a more complex and arduous 
process for society than to introduce an additional child into the world.2 similarly, 
mariana mazzucato of the university of sussex argues:

“What I believe should be emphasised is not start-ups or entrepreneurs in and 
of themselves, but the innovation ecosystems within which they operate and 
which they depend on if they are to become what does matter: high-growth 
innovative firms (of any size) within that system.”3 

1 Osborne MP, G. (15 March 
2012). Speech by the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer, Rt Hon George 
Osborne MP; Google Campus 
launch. Retrieved from: https://
www.gov.uk/government/speeches/
speech-by-the-chancellor-of-the-
exchequer-rt-hon-george-osborne-
mp-google-campus-launch

2 Isenberg, D. (2012). Focus 
Entrepreneurship Policy on Scale-
Up, Not Start-Up. Harvard Business 
Review. Retrieved from http://blogs.
hbr.org/2012/11/focus-entrepre-
neurship-policy/

3 Mazzucato, M. (2014). 
Startup myths and obsessions. 
Economist. Retrieved from: http://
www.economist.com/blogs/schum-
peter/2014/02/invitation-mari-
ana-mazzucato
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getting our ecosystem to produce a greater number of scale-ups is more ambitious 
and challenging than producing a greater number of start-ups or celebrating 
entrepreneurs. abundant evidence from countries around the world shows that 
collaborative initiatives can ‘super-charge’ an economy to increase the ability of 
companies to scale-up and to make superior contributions to the economy. 

The uk economy may be growing faster than any other g8 nation, but recent data 
show that we lag behind the us and other leading economies in the extent to which 
our companies scale. This is the ‘scale-up gap’. our promising companies struggle to 
grow domestically and expand internationally and are taken over by larger – often 
foreign – firms at a significant discount to their potential. This is a major issue 
because scale-up companies are crucial to national competitive advantage in that 
they drive economic growth, job creation, and productivity in the longer term. 

with the release of up-to-date data that the government already holds, some 
minor adjustments to policy, more training for key individuals and minimal 
adjustment in funding and resource levels, it is possible to close the scale-up gap 
and secure the competitive advantage of the uk for generations to come.

in growing from 10 to 100 employees, to 500, 1,000 and so on, companies have 
specific requirements for capital, management, skills and organisational processes. 
This can lead to ‘growing pains’ that can be easily and effectively addressed 
(‘treated’, to continue with the medical analogy). government can help identify 
(‘diagnose’) those likely to be suffering from these ‘growing pains’, which can then 
be ‘treated’ by stakeholders in the ecosystem so that the company overcomes the 
‘growing pain’ and system as a whole benefits.

The following factors, in order of importance, are the key reasons why companies 
are unable to scale in the uk. companies have issues: 

•	 Finding	employees	to	hire	who	have	the	skills	they	need 
•	 Building	their	leadership	capability	 
•	 Accessing	customers	in	other	markets	/	home	market	 
•	 Accessing	the	right	combination	of	finance 
•	 Navigating	infrastructure

our analysis of 20 other countries that have focused on developing their ecosystems 
to foster scale-ups shows these five barriers can only be overcome through 
coordinated efforts between stakeholders at a local level.4 

reaching a minimum standard of support across all five challenges is necessary for 
growth: in isolation, each is likely to be insufficient to generate additional growth. 
it is not feasible to ascribe specific economic benefits to each of the five, but 
there is some consensus that holistic co-ordination, talent and leadership capacity 
are the three most important drivers of success in the long term.

4  It is clear from international 
examples and case studies that ‘local’ 
is the correct ‘body’ to implement 
ecosystem economic development 
programmes. There is also some 
terrific recent reports issued by Lord 
Sainsbury and Jim O’Neill on clusters 
and cities. The point I make here is that 
the ‘ecosystem’ sometimes exists in a 
‘cluster’ and sometimes in a ‘city’. I am 
aware of the differences, but use the 
terms interchangeably in this report.
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it is in our national economic interest to help local scale-up companies to overcome 
their challenges. This report investigates the potential boost to the uk economy if 
we could enable as many small companies to grow large by the implementation of 
support mechanisms as has been achieved in 20 other countries.

The uk needs a more evidence-based debate on where growth comes from and the 
impact that growth-enhancing investments can have over time. like many other 
investors, i make sure that i have a portfolio of short-, medium- and long-term 
investments. similarly, as a country we need to consider the impact of the uk’s 
portfolio of growth-enhancing policies and initiatives — both public and private. 

in bringing this publication together, i owe a real debt to mark hart, Dan isenberg, 
Tamara rajah, alastair reed, Janet coyle, antony walker, charlotte holloway, 
Cat	Townsend,	Nick	Harrison	and	Mark	Fisher.	In	addition,	it	would	not	have	been	
possible without the support of the steering committee, the information economy 
council, techuk, Bis, the cabinet office, Deloitte, rBs, nesta, Yougov, erc, 
Babson college, london & partners, Brunswick, mckinsey, google, Yougov, and 
Korn	Ferry	for	their	enthusiasm	and	support	for	this	project.	I	am	grateful	to	many	
other people who have inspired my thinking and contributed to the ideas in this 
report, from business, academia, politics and beyond. This is a long list and it would 
be invidious to name some without naming all. 

This report was commissioned by the information economy council, a joint industry and 
government body in march 2014.

i look forward to taking this agenda forward with colleagues and seeing what we 
achieve together. 

sherry coutu cBe 
17 NovemBer 2014
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Figure e.1: Closing the gap between the uK and uS average annual company growth rate

Executive summary

a small group of rapidly expanding ‘scale-up’ companies create a significant 
proportion of the uk’s economic growth; however, we lag behind the us and 
other leading economies in the relative proportion of these vital scale-up companies. 
This is not because of a lack of ambition or ability in the leaders of these companies 
and we can reverse the trend.

If we manage to close the scale-up gap, we will secure significant economic value and 
the competitive advantage of Britain for generations to come: 

•	 	In	the	short-term,	RBS	analysis	suggests	an	additional	238,000	jobs	and	
£38	billion	additional	turnover	is	possible	within	three	years	of	reversing	
the scale-up gap.

•	 	In	the	medium-term,	Nesta	research	shows	a	possible	boost	of	£96	billion	per	
annum is possible. 

•	 	Long-term	analysis	by	Deloitte	shows	a	potential	of	£225	billion	additional	GVA	
and	150,000	net	jobs	by	2034.
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working together, government, entrepreneurs, educators, investors, and large 
corporates have an opportunity to target support towards scale-up companies using 
company data already collected by government, so that companies have an equal, if 
not greater, chance of scaling because they are in the uk.

as in any investment portfolio targeted to ‘growth’, and given the impact scale-up 
companies have on economic growth and national competitive advantage, the uk’s 
strategy should be adjusted toward increasing their proportion. numerous examples 
from the uk and other countries highlight how an environment can be developed in 
which companies can successfully scale-up. Their success can also have a powerful 
effect on other entrepreneurs around them, helping to give them the confidence to 
scale. in essence, the aim should be to close the gap with the us in the medium- to 
long-term and then go on to become the best place in the world to scale a company.

The report makes recommendations for national and local government, universities, 
schools, colleges, large corporates and the media to improve the ecosystem for 
scale-up companies. 

This plan focuses on six areas:

1. Targeting, supporting, promoting and reporting on scale-up gap closure

	 	Freeing	data	makes	it	possible	for	stakeholders	in	the	economy	to	identify	scale-
ups. This is the most important thing government can do to help them grow. 
collaborating with and promoting others who help scale-ups fulfil their potential 
is the second most important thing government can do.

2. accessing talent

	 	For	leaders	of	scale-ups,	the	number	one	problem	that	prevents	them	from	
being able to accept customer orders is access to talent5, namely a skilled 
supply of people who they can hire. if they can’t hire the staff, they can’t accept 
the customer order. according to an interview with the ceo of job-tracking 
company, adzuna, there were 990,000 open positions in the uk in July 20146 
and the skills gap is forecast to deepen in the future. 

3. Developing scale-up leadership

  The second most important factor cited by scale-up leaders as stopping them 
from growing their revenues faster (by accepting customer orders) is lack of 
capacity and experience in the senior leadership team. it is hard to grow a 
company hundreds of times faster than is ‘normal’ without the right training 
and support. 

5  Boston Consulting Group (June 
2014), Building a Digital City: Chal-
lenges, Opportunities and Lessons 
from London. Retrieved from http://
mikebloomberg.com/files/Build-
ing-Digital-City-London.PDF 

6	 Adzuna accessed here: http://
www.adzuna.co.uk/about-us.html

http://www.scaleupreport.org
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7  Morris, R. (December 2013). 
What do the best Entrepreneurs want 
in a City? Lessons from the Founders 
of America’s Fastest-Growing Com-
panies. Retrieved from http://issuu.
com/endeavorglobal1/docs/what_do_
the_best_entrepreneurs_want 
  

8  This is in line with guidance to 
evidence for policy as set out in: Intel-
lectual Property Office (2013). Guide 
to Evidence for Policy Update 2013. 
Retrieved from http://www.ipo.gov.uk/
consult-2011-copyright-evidence.pdf

4. Increasing customer sales at home and abroad

  Barriers exist that prevent companies creating new products and services for 
domestic markets, and selling successful products in other countries. a review 
of existing research and the survey of scale-up companies undertaken for this review 
found that eradicating barriers to this is third and fourth from top of the agenda for 
scale-ups, significantly ahead of finance.7 

5.	 Financing	scale-ups

	 	Fast	growing	companies	often	turn	to	the	US	or	Asia	for	their	financing.	The	
financiers there have developed mechanisms for assisting the companies they 
invest in to attract and retain talent and therefore to continue to be able to accept 
ever increasing customer orders. There is scope for improving financing so that 
entrepreneurs based in the uk have an easier time raising capital in the uk and do 
not need to go to the us or asia. 

  whilst it is helpful in the short-term that our fastest growing companies can access 
finance elsewhere, over a 20 year timeframe this will dampen uk economic growth. 
although capital is available for entrepreneurs leading successful companies, if the 
company floats or is sold and the shareholders are not based in the uk, the gains do 
not flow into the economy. additionally, the pressure on a company to re-domicile 
is greater if the majority of its funding is based abroad. This exacerbates the scale-up 
skills shortage.

6.	 Accessing	infrastructure	

  entrepreneurs say lack of access to infrastructure makes it more difficult to scale 
their companies in the uk than elsewhere. in the short-term, this should be 
addressed, but over the long-term, it is not of that great economic importance, 
but it is an irritant that can be removed. examples of pain points cited by scale-ups 
range from planning laws that make it difficult to grow, to inflexible landlords that 
force them to enter into long leases, and broadband not being available on a timely 
or sufficient basis. suggestions include sharing physical infrastructure with large 
established corporates.

The final chapters set out the impact analysis that demonstrates what kind of 
economic growth would result from our closing the scale-up gap between the 
uk and other leading economies. 

The report is aimed at a wide-ranging audience with an interest in business and 
economic growth, including business leaders, investors, academics, educators, 
and local and national government. every effort has been made to ensure the 
evidence contained here is transparent, verifiable and able to be peer-reviewed.8
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9 Lord Young (June 2014).
Enterprise for all: The relevance of
enterprise in education. Retrieved
from https://www.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attach-
ment_data/file/338749/Enterprise-
forAll-lowres-200614.pdf

10 Adonis, A. (2014). Mending the 
Fractured Economy. Retrieved from 
http://www.policy-network.net/pub-
lications/4695/Mending-the-Frac-
tured-Economy 

11 Centre for Cities/McKinsey 
(2014), Industrial Revolutions: Cap-
turing the Growth Potential. Retrieved 
from: http://www.centreforcities.
org/assets/files/2014/14-06-26-Fi-
nal-web-Industrial-Revolutions.pdf 

12 Lord Heseltine (2012) No Stone 
Unturned; In Pursuit of Growth. 
Retrieved from https://www.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/

13 In association with YouGov 
recommendations.

14 In summary, Deloitte investi-
gated a range of impact estimates for 
the UK economy for the period 2014-
2034. These are based on a range 
of data sets, including the Office for 
National Statistics, the Department 
for Business, Innovation and Skills 
and Oxford Economics, as well as 
using Deloitte’s Long-term Economic 
Growth Framework that sets out how 
levels of employment and productivity 
determine GVA. Deloitte controlled 
for the expected displacement of 
economic activity and deadweight to 
determine projections for the poten-
tial net impact of this report’s

MeThoDoloGY

The findings are based on both primary and secondary research in the uk and 
other leading economies, including: 

•	 	A	review	of	a	wide	range	of	academic	research	into	the	dynamics	of	
business and economic growth. in particular, the report builds on research 
conducted into ‘high impact’ entrepreneurship by experts at the universities 
of aston, oxford, cambridge, miT and harvard, as well as the Babson 
entrepreneurship ecosystem project, Boston consulting group (Bcg), 
nesta, the oecD, endeavor, kauffman, the enterprise research centre 
(ERC),	Prelude,	and	McKinsey.	The	Enterprise	For	All	report	by	Lord	
Young9 and three recent reports focused on economic growth in the 
uk: the adonis review10,	the	McKinsey/Centre	for	Cities	report	into	
economically significant clusters11 and the heseltine report.12 

•	 	Workshops	with	practitioners,	investors,	business	leaders	and	policymakers	
to understand current practice and future plans.

•	 	Interviews	with	hundreds	of	scale-up	policy-makers	and	practitioners	from	
the uk and the world

•	 	A	survey	of	hundreds	of	UK	scale-up	leaders	to	understand	from	their	point	
of view and in their voice what the main barriers were to their growth.13

•	 	An	evaluation	of	the	most	effective	initiatives	aimed	at	supporting	scale-
up companies, which are showcased throughout the report and at www.
scaleupreport.org/casestudies	(see	Appendix	5	for	further	details).	

•	 	Commissioning	Deloitte	and	Royal	Bank	of	Scotland	to	support	the	
analysis of the potential impact on the uk economy of closing the scale-
up gap. Deloitte has published its analysis in full in a separate paper 
entitled Scale-up Challenge: An Impact Report by Deloitte. This includes a 
detailed methodology that sets out their approach and the assumptions 
underpinning the projections.14

•	 	Peer-review	by	leading	academic	and	policy	experts	whose	research	this	
report seeks to build upon and the review’s steering committee (see 
appendix 2 for the full membership).
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recommendation 1 
national data sets should be made available so that local public and private sector 
organisations can identify, target and evaluate their support to scale-up companies, 
and evaluate their impact on uk economic growth. 

 recommendation 2  
publicly funded organisations such as local enterprise partnerships and cities 
seeking public funding should review and report on the extent to which the top 50 
scale-ups in their areas are increasing their turnover and job growth from year to 
year with the objective of increasing the proportion of scale-ups with more than 
250 employees by three per cent by 2025. 

recommendation 3  
 50 per cent of public funding and promotion currently reserved for 
‘entrepreneurship’ should be directed towards collaborative initiatives based 
on evidence of these initiatives’ track-record that demonstrates impact on 
employment and turnover growth of scale-up companies and the return on 
investment of their efforts.

recommendation 4  
 a minister should be made responsible for reversing the scale-up gap by 2025 with 
cross-departmental resources allocated, independent bodies named to monitor and 
a task-force appointed to deliver a scale-up report to the pm every november for 
the next five years. 

Recommendation	5  
 The Department for education and local enterprise partnerships should ensure that 
Britain is in the top 5 of the oecD pisa rankings for numeracy and literacy by 2025 
and use their convening and promotional power to ensure educational institutions 
guarantee that students at schools, colleges and universities come into contact with 
the top 50 scale-up business-leaders within 20 miles of their establishment.

Recommendation	6  
	Local	Enterprise	Partnerships	and	city	/	cluster/	ecosystem	leaders	should	work	with	
existing private collaborative initiatives to promote the top 50 scale-up companies in 
their jurisdiction to adults for the next phase of their careers.

Summary of recommendations
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recommendation 7   
  a ‘scale-up Visa’ should be made available from local enterprise partnerships to 
the top local scale-up companies so they can recruit staff from overseas within 
two weeks of applying. These foreign workers help expand the distribution of local 
scale-up companies’ existing products to foreign markets and help local scale-ups 
introduce new products and services.

Recommendation	8 
 local enterprise partnerships, universities and the private sector should work 
together to ensure effective learning programmes are available in their areas aimed 
at leadership development of scale-ups. 

Recommendation	9   
 The government should draw attention to scale-up companies and their leaders 
so that it is easier for them to act as role models to others and to find customers, 
partners and investors, both at home and overseas. 

•	 	UK	Trade	and	Investment	should	ensure	that	scale-up	companies	are	well	
represented on international trade missions, and publish details annually. 

•	 	Central	and	local	government	should	publicly	report	on	the	level	of	procurement	
they source from scale-up companies and their funding should be reviewed in 
terms of the amount of procurement they do with scale-ups. 

recommendation 10  
The impact of regulation ‘cycle time’ on rapidly growing companies should be a 
major consideration for regulators and agencies. agencies that interact frequently 
with scale-ups, like the Border authority, listing authority and hmrc should 
report on their efficiency in relation to regulatory peers in other countries.

recommendation 11 
 government and industry must ensure that progress in closing the finance-gap is 
maintained and review and report on the extent to which scale-ups, in particular, 
are supported.

recommendation 12   
 government and industry must ensure that progress in infrastructure areas is 
maintained and review and report on the extent to which scale-ups, in particular, are 
catered for.

http://www.scaleupreport.org
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